
Seaplane Oral Review 

What documentation is required for the aircraft and how long is it good for? 
How can you identify a seaplane base on a chart? 
What methods can be used to determine wind direction on the water?  In the air? 
Approximately what speed do whitecaps form? 
What indicators can we use to determine water currents? 
What publications can we use to obtain information on seaplane bases and services? 
What publications can we use to find out about lake access? 
What color is a seaplane base beacon? 
Identify important marine buoys. 
Explain right-of-way rules pertaining to seaplanes. 
What is porpoising and skipping and how are the conditions corrected? 
What is the purpose of using a maximum power setting of 900 RPM when idle taxiing? 
Does taxiing with higher power settings give us more or less water rudder effectiveness? 
What are the four methods of turning out of the wind? 
Why is plow turning discouraged? 
When step taxiing, is the most dangerous turn downwind to upwind or upwind to downwind? 
What should you do if the downwind float buries itself during a step turn? 
Explain the different control inputs for sailing. 
Explain the circumstances in which you would use a glassy water landing. 
When docking, which side of the dock should you use?  Which way should the nose be pointed? 
Explain the beaching process. 
Explain the ramping process.  What is the technique for approaching with a crosswind? 
Identify the different parts of the floats and their function. 
What is the most important part of the float? 
How much water is too much in any one float compartment? 
The model number on a set of floats (ex. Edo 2130) indicates what? 
Explain the water rudder system. 
Describe the engine on the 8GCBC airplane. 
What is the oil capacity? 
Describe the fuel system for the 8GCBC airplane. 
Describe the electrical system. 
Describe the Vg kit and how it affects performance. 
What is a seaplane propeller.  What is the different from other propellers? 
Where can you find floatplane performance data? 
Explain the effect of high density altitude on floatplane performance. 
What type of takeoff would you use on a mountain lake? 
Describe the procedure for an engine failure after takeoff. 
Describe the procedure for an engine failure during cruise. 
Describe the go around procedure. 
Describe the procedure for an electrical fire. 
If an engine failure occurs over glassy water, where is the best place to land? 
 


